
MassiveMusic applies science to develop
Colgate's smile-inducing new sonic brand
identity
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Colgate, the brand found in more homes than any other, wants the whole world humming an

optimistic tune. The iconic oral care brand has launched its new sonic brand identity, a suite of

sonic assets and compositions, produced by international creative music agency MassiveMusic

London, in collaboration with MassiveMusic New York.

Whilst reshaping its visual identity, Colgate also saw an opportunity to stand out within the oral

care sector by owning the ‘white space’ within sonic branding in FMCG. In partnership with Red

Fuse, the global brand chose to work with MassiveMusic London to develop a distinctive and

flexible sound that could live across its marketing, have global appeal and relevance, and which

offered new opportunities for recall by consumers.

Whilst still a relatively untapped asset, sonic branding is increasingly becoming a key way legacy

brands can differentiate themselves in a crowded market. Colgate understood the power of sound

to help engage with audiences in new ways and entrusted MassiveMusic’s London team with the

vision to ‘create a feeling’ and a holistic sonic experience.

Backed by strategy and science

Colgate needed a sonic brand that was memorable, modern and reflected its core brand promise

of 'Optimism in Action,' whilst also being flexible enough to be stretched into different genres and

work across all product offers.

But what makes a sound ‘optimistic’? MassiveMusic's' big idea’ was to ground the music in science -

taking all subjectivity out of the equation, so you are left with a highly impactful sonic brand.

Speaking to academics, ethnomusicologists and neuroscientists, MassiveMusic’s research pointed

them towards the human hum as the perfect timbre (or sound quality) for the sonic logo.

Consisting of a blend of both female and male tones, the sonic logo was meticulously recorded in

such a way as to sound very real, close and natural.

The choice of key was again based on research, with the key of D Major being widely accepted as

optimistic in nature. The choice of notation and the portmanteau bend towards the end of the

sonic logo perfectly syncs to the smile visual animation and creates an activating feeling without

being overbearing.
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By creating a new and original sound that better matches who Colgate is as a brand, rather than

looking to the sounds of the sector, Colgate has been able to carve out its own area in the market.

Colgate’s new sonic DNA speaks to its history as a pioneering and modern brand.

Roscoe Williamson, Global Creative Strategy Director at MassiveMusic said: “Colgate is one of

the most recognizable brands across the world - a brand many of us have grown up with. It was

important that the new sonic experience not only felt fresh and exciting, but that it also embodied

the brand's promise of ‘Optimism in Action’. The need was complex - a system of branded

‘watermarked’ music stemming from a sonic DNA and an iconic sonic logo. This needed to work

across more than 200 countries via online content, radio, product and TVCs. And so we created a

sonic architecture that could handle this complexity and an overarching aesthetic to the new

Colgate music and sound that has universal appeal. To do this we worked with a team of

academics and experts and were able to define music and sound cues that throughout history

have represented optimism. These cues are at the heart of Colgate’s new sonic brand and have

enabled a flexible system that represents the optimistic nature of the brand in a highly distinctive

and holistic way.”

Jared Richardson, Global Head of Design at Colgate said: “It really was an incredible experience

developing the Sound of Colgate with MassiveMusic. The process, collaboration and outcome

was fascinating and really enjoyable. The result is a strategically valuable asset that will play out

across our global marketing campaigns. We look forward to continuing developing this side of our

brand.”

The new sonic brand was conceptualized and produced by MassiveMusic London, and will be

rolled out across North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa-Eurasia, and Asia.

Listen to the new Colgate sonic brand experience here:

https://www.massivemusic.com/en/work/detail/the-sound-of-colgate

About MassiveMusic

MassiveMusic is the agency of record for some of the most famous brands in the world.

As a trusted partner, MassiveMusic delivers everything a brand needs in the field of

music, voice and sound. Impactful strategies, sonic brand identities and best-in-class

compositions – the agency creates this and much more thanks to its fervent passion for

music combined with craftsmanship and scientific research. The ultimate goal? To make

the world sound better, while helping brands and agencies be more effective through the

emotional power of sound. The nifty creators and strategic thinkers behind MassiveMusic

can be found in offices and studios around the world. Rumour has it they also throw a

massive party every once in a while.
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About Colgate-Palmolive: Colgate-Palmolive Company is a caring, innovative growth

company reimagining a healthier future for all people, their pets and our planet. Focused

on Oral Care, Personal Care, Home Care and Pet Nutrition, the Company sells its

products in more than 200 countries and territories under brands such as Colgate,

Palmolive, elmex, hello, meridol, Sorriso, Tom’s of Maine, EltaMD, Filorga, Irish Spring,

PCA Skin, Protex, Sanex, Softsoap, Speed Stick, Ajax, Axion, Fabuloso, Soupline and

Suavitel, as well as Hill’s Science Diet and Hill’s Prescription Diet. The Company is

recognized for its leadership and innovation in promoting environmental sustainability

and community well-being, including its achievements in saving water, reducing waste,

promoting recyclability and improving children’s oral health through its Bright Smiles,

Bright Futures program, which has reached more than one billion children since 1991. For

more information about Colgate’s global business and how the Company is building a

future to smile about, visit www.colgatepalmolive.com
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